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Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by DommyBearr - 25 Jan 2012 16:27
_____________________________________

Part I;

Just had yet another smashing game of |&quot;Move out!&quot; *Ward* *Grenade*| on anti_camper.
Can't seem to find an admin about, so i'll post this here.

# userid name                uniqueid            connected ping loss state

#     12 &quot;Jokez&quot;             STEAM_0:1:6513644   35:00      104    0 active

#     13 &quot;Darkangel64&quot;       STEAM_0:1:39858051  34:37       91    0 active

#     23 &quot;PowerPiranha&quot;      STEAM_0:1:40766633  15:10       75    0 active

#      6 &quot;xXBodyKillXx&quot;      STEAM_0:1:22373666  35:22      145    1 active

#      7 &quot;Xi.&quot;               STEAM_0:1:3592754   35:21       49    0 active

#     26 &quot;Guardians_of_Hell(s)&quot; STEAM_0:0:33430676 06:47     89    0 active

#     10 &quot;Zx-MaGiKOxi[i]&quot; STEAM_0:1:20374859  35:18      103    0 active

#     11 &quot;X_DaRk$!deR$-x^^=)123 no sound&quot; STEAM_0:1:33303679 35:11   98    0
active

Believe it or not, all the Bold out players RUINED the game, they emptied half the bloody server.
Something seriously needs to be done about this, because it's happening too often and everyone ends
up raging at me to sort it out. - Which leads me on to..

Part II;

I would like to request ( REQUEST, i'm fully aware my chances are slim) that i become a temporary
basic admin for wcs, even if it's just being able to use the admin chat to strike fear into the minds of
CONSTANT RULE BREAKERS. 

            Everyone keeps looking to me for assistance, but in this scenario, i'm just like them. If you're not
a fan of this idea, then i'll move you on to the outstandingly concluded Part 3.
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Part III;

I am willing to look through every race, every map and every grain of sand, to find out what races should
be restricted on what maps. A few small examples would be;

   
    1. Shadow Hunter should be restriced on Anti_Camper/Aim_Deagle etc due to the maps size.   
    2. Race restrictions on maps such as Bill Gates, on Scoutknivez/Aim_Deagle 

Hope you all give this a good read through, and i hope i can help make wcs the best it's ever been.

LOTS AND LOTS OF LOVE FROM DOM ;D

             

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by xciting - 25 Jan 2012 21:43
_____________________________________

lol gimp, you dont trust me ?

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by Gimp - 25 Jan 2012 22:38
_____________________________________

i do lol  but evidence is needed before banning  record a demo or something if an admin isnt online

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by substick - 25 Jan 2012 22:46
_____________________________________

xciting wrote:
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agree with darkangel.

he should be banned, i told you in steam substick, but you didnt answere 

there is no argument why we shouldnt ban him:

-he's using wards on spawn 

-speaks a strange language

-ignores warnings, pleases, etc.

as far as i know react or tunes (i guess) , is waiting for a new wcsupdate, because the wep restriction is
caused by the wcsupdate

  

Look at the ban list, perhaps tomorrow when I log on and I see (not possibly see) him doing it I will ban
him again.

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by xciting - 26 Jan 2012 19:52
_____________________________________

gimp, an admin was only and i messaged him 

well lets finish that 

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by Chifilly - 27 Jan 2012 14:03
_____________________________________

Well I didn't get any evidence either, but when I was on the other day he was doing it too. He made me
rage quit, which I promised myself I wouldn't do 

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by Gimp - 27 Jan 2012 14:07
_____________________________________
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get your admin back already  (thats if its not already back)

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by colin1uk - 29 Jan 2012 00:27
_____________________________________

plz take a video if im not on so i can decide on punishment.

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by Chifilly - 29 Jan 2012 14:01
_____________________________________

You talking to me about getting my admin back Gimp? I'm fine with no admin, it's up to whoever to give
me admin as they see fit xD

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by Gimp - 29 Jan 2012 15:08
_____________________________________

yaarrr  you haz the title, and you had it  tell captain colin 

============================================================================

Re: Constant Abuse and Disciplinary Action
Posted by colin1uk - 29 Jan 2012 16:46
_____________________________________

Chifilly wrote:

You talking to me about getting my admin back Gimp? I'm fine with no admin, it's up to whoever to give
me admin as they see fit xD

has your admin gone , as i havnt took anyones off ?

============================================================================
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